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Fun but.. by The redhead cat on 2015/11/24 00:04 I love this game but the only thing is that ads keep popping up when you're just trying to play. I
have a iPad so it's not a small screen and I know it's not my WiFi because all other games don't have that problem. It keeps happening when I'm in

the middle of playing, which makes me lose and I just hate that part about it.",

The game averages over 1,250 reviews with a rating between 4.5 stars to 4.8 stars across all platforms according to Google Play's and Apple's
App Stores. The game's graphics are generally of an attractive and colorful nature. The characters featured in the game, while themed around

coins, have been described as similar to "a kid’s metal-head toys", with unusual characteristics that match the gameplay. The packaging of
individual coin cards have also been described as “retro” in design.",

On February 19, 2018 it was announced that United Pixelworkers (UPI) would be developing a new version of Coin Master for iOS devices
called Coin Master "Dig Deep". The game is free to download from Apple's App Store and has been released in Beta format as of February

2018. UPI will also be releasing a new version for Android which will be based on the original Coin Master game but this time with 3D artwork
similar to that of the mobile version.",

As part of the "Coins & Curses Adventures" announcement on March 8, 2018 United Pixelworkers revealed that four new characters will be
added to the game. The character and class types have not yet been announced, however they will be based off of a theme relating to real-world
maps; these characters were introduced in-game on June 29th through the mobile version of Coin Master. One character was revealed each day

until July 2nd when all four were revealed.",

On July 5, 2018, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2: Bukimi no Tane)" for iOS as a free app (it is not available on
Android). This "Coin Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots". The game was released in Japan initially

as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters" series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This version contains
microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of

3.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 4.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote).",
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